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Some questions

 

• How many theorists/experimentalists in the room?
• among exp. , how many work on hardware/analysis?

• How many of you know ROOT? (basic plotting, 
TLorentzVectors)

• How many work on collider physics (th/exp) ?

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/wiki/WorkBook/Tutorials/Hefei
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About the project

 

• You will be given a pseudo-LHC (sqrt(s) = 14 TeV) dataset 
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 60 pb-1

• This data contains beyond the standard model (BSM) 
physics process(es)

• You will have to characterise this new physics 

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/wiki/WorkBook/Tutorials/Hefei
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Papas

Hadron Collider Events

MadGraph5
Pythia8
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Papas

MonteCarlo Event Generation Chain

Delphes ROOTMadGraph5
Pythia8
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Requirements
This project will make use of the following software:

- MadGraph5 (Hard-scattering event generation)
- Pythia8 (Parton-Shower + Hadronisation)
- Delphes (Detector Simulation)
- ROOT (Data Analysis)

1. Download VirtualBox from the following link and install it

https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads

2. Download virtual machine image file 'Delphes2019.vdi' from the 
following link

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B-t5klOOymMNYm1YT0tmNkR5a1k

3. Start VirtualBox

4. Create a new virtual machine using the provided image:
  1. Click the blue 'New' icon
  2. Pick a name for the machine and select 'Linux' and 'Ubuntu (64-bit)'
  3. Set the memory size to at least 1024 MB
  4. Select 'Use an existing hard disk file' and choose 'Delphes2019.vdi'
  5. Select the newly created virtual machine and click the green 
'Start’ icon
 

or standalone installation 

https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B-t5klOOymMNYm1YT0tmNkR5a1k
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Questions

• How many have all this software installed on their 
machine?

• How many have successfully installed the virtual machine?
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Instructions 

 

• Project instructions can be found on:

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/wiki/WorkBook/Tutorials/Student

• For those working on the Virtual Machine, it is highly 
recommended to open this link inside the VM, in order 
to facilitate copy/pastes of the instructions …

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/wiki/WorkBook/Tutorials/Hefei
https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/wiki/WorkBook/Tutorials/Student
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Step 0 

 

• Download the data file
• Open the ROOT and browser interface

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/wiki/WorkBook/Tutorials/Hefei
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Step 1

 

• Explore the ROOT file

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/wiki/WorkBook/Tutorials/Hefei
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Step 2

 

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/wiki/WorkBook/Tutorials/Hefei
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Step 2

 

• Events always contain two leptons (electrons or muons) and either two leptons or 
two muons (no mixed e/mu) 

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/wiki/WorkBook/Tutorials/Hefei
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Step 2

 

• There is a new state with mA’ ≈ 40 GeV that decays into two leptons  

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/wiki/WorkBook/Tutorials/Hefei
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Step 2

 

• There is a new state with mA’ ≈ 40 GeV that decays into two leptons  

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/wiki/WorkBook/Tutorials/Hefei
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Step 2

 • Both decays mumu/ee are available
• Can we conclude anything on the relative branching fraction at this 

stage?

NO! The total event selection efficiency could simply be different in the 
two decay channels 

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/wiki/WorkBook/Tutorials/Hefei
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Step 2

 
SR: | mll - 40 | < 2 SR: | mll - 40 | < 1

SR CRCR CRCR SR

EE MM

CR: | mll - 40 | > 1CR: | mll - 40 | > 2

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes/wiki/WorkBook/Tutorials/Hefei
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Step 2

SR: | mll - 40 | < 1

CRCR SR

MM

CR: | mll - 40 | > 1

σ BR (A’ → XX) = (NobsSR - NBSR) / (εS SR𝓛) 

X = e/μ
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Step 2

SR: | mll - 40 | < 1

CRCR SR

MM

CR: | mll - 40 | > 1

NBSR = NBCR  εBSR / εBCR  

NB

NBSR = εBSR  NB

SR CR

NBCR = εBCR  NB
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Step 2

SR: | mll - 40 | < 1

CRCR SR

MM

CR: | mll - 40 | > 1

NBSR = NBCR * εBSR / εBCR  

• This is a “data-driven” background estimate
• We could predict NB SR directly from Montecarlo, 

with a large uncertainty
• Instead we make use of a “control region” where the 

background dominates, and with large number of 
events (i.e. low stat. uncertainty)

• We rely on Montecarlo simply to estimate the ratio 
of efficiency 

• since these make use of similar object most 
uncertainties on this estimate cancel out in the 
ratio
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Step 2

mumu:    NBCR  = 32 297

ee:    NBCR  = 19157
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Step 2

ee:    εBCR  = 9968 / 25000  = 0.399 +/- 0.005  (MC stat)

ee:    εBSR  = 92 / 25000 = 0.00368 +/-  0.00038 (MC stat)

mumu:    εBCR  = 16608 / 25000  = 0.66432 +/- 0.00665 (MC stat)
mumu:    εBSR  = 77 / 25000 = 0.00308 +/-  0.00035 (MC stat)
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Step 2

mumu:    NBSR  = 32297 *  0.00308 / 0.66432
                      = 149.8 +/- 17

ee:    NBSR  = 19157 * 0.00368 / 0.399 =
                =  176.7 +/- 18

NBSR = NBCR  εBSR / εBCR  

Note that uncertainty here is almost exclusively dominated by MC statistics  

Also, note that we are neglecting electron and muon momentum scale uncertainties 
…
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Step 2

ee:    εSSR  = 1194 / 5000 = 0.239 +/- 0.0077 (MC stat)

mumu:    εSSR  = 2171 / 5000 = 0.434 +/- 0.0111 (MC stat)
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Step 2

σ BR (A’ → XX) = (NobsSR - NBSR) / (εS SR𝓛) 

ee:    NobsSR  = 314

mumu:    NobsSR  = 412

σ BR (A’ → ee)  = (314 - 177)/(0.239 * 60) = 9.55 pb

σ BR (A’ → mumu)  = (412 - 150)/(0.434* 60) = 10.06 pb
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Step 2

s = σ BR (A’ → XX) = (NobsSR - NBSR) / (εS SR𝓛)  
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Step 2

s = σ BR (A’ → XX) = (NobsSR - NBSR) / (εS SR𝓛)  

σ BR (A’ → mumu)  = 10.06 pb +/- 0.78 (stat) +/- 0.65 (MC stat) +/-  0.20 (syst.) +/- 0.20 (lumi)

σ BR (A’ → ee)  = 9.55 +/- 1.23 (stat) +/- 1.18 (MC stat) +/- 0.38 (syst)  +/- 0.19 (lumi)

The uncertainties on reconstruction efficiency are taken to be 100% correlated, so the relative 
uncertainty on the ee final state is 4% and 2% on the mu mu final state. 
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Step 2

BR (A’ → ee)/BR (A’ → mumu)  = 0.95 +/- 0.20

The ratio of BRs is compatible with 1
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Step 2
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Step 2

The particle that we just discovered (we will call it ZD “dark photon”) is massive. 
 We can therefore expect it to be coupled to the SM Higgs. 

This decay is in principle possible, and is indeed present in our data sample. 
In order to see it we have to relax the isolation cut  on the leptons. (otherwise leptons)
overlap in each other's cone  
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Step 2

We can expect to see this decay in 4e/4mu/2emu final states. 

mH = 125 GeV
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Step 2

The new physics signal was a Dark Photon model, largely inspired from the following pheno paper

arxiv.org/pdf/1412.0018.pdf

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1412.0018.pdf
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APOLOGIES FOR NOT BEING PRESENT DURING 
THE LAST SESSION

If you have any question on what we did please contact 
me at:

michele.selvaggiATcern.ch

http://michele.selvaggiATcern.ch

